
away empty-handed. To make matters
worse, a thief, who follows directly after a
role card, robs the previous player and
rakes in this player’s loot. Subsequent rob-
bers, for their part, steal from the thief.
Only the last one in an uninterrupted suc-
cession is the one to benefit. 

After all towns have been called up, the
masons build the town hall of the historic
town of La Laguna. As soon as all ten
parts of the building have been placed,
their owners get points – all the more if
they are adjacent. This ends the coloniza-
tion of the Canary island. -cc/sbw

H@ll Games
On the occasion of its tenth anniversary,
at its booth in Essen, the online games
magazine presented its own game,
Schafe-Schubsen. Meanwhile, the first
print run of 500 copies has been
exhausted. The game is a slightly more
demanding Ostfriesisches Deichwan-

dern. Each player uses cards with values
from 0 to 9 to generate numbers contain-
ing up to three digits. Every round, the
sheep with the lowest value is eliminated,
unless it can produce a life belt, which
keeps it going in the race. The “ones” of
the played number are moved towards
the goal, the “tens” in a perpendicular ori-
entation. Interestingly enough, in this
direction, the dike has the topology of a
cylinder; that means that the cleared
board is connected to the occupied one
again. -ck/sbw

Indie Boards and Cards
Fire Rescue comes in the first big box of
the new company. It has been financed
through Kickstarter (we reported in issue
5/11). $5,000 was needed; actually,
more than ten times that much was col-
lected. The interest in the game was
accordingly high, and it was sold out in
Essen on the second day of the fair. From
late November on, however, it will be
available again. In Fire Rescue, we repre-
sent firemen, jointly trying to rescue the
residents of a burning one-family house –
a cooperative experience. At the begin-
ning of the game, the fire is already burn-
ing intensely. A 6-sided and an 8-sided
die determine into which coordinates on
the gameboard the fire will continue
spreading in each round. So, extinguish-
ing and rescuing is the task at hand. If
seven persons have been brought to sp
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I t’s amazing what rainy vacations can
be good for! During a stay in Eng-

land, Britta Stöckmann and her signifi-
cant other, Jens Jahnke, thought of the
rain forest. And since they wanted a
ship to sail around the gameboard,
their first publication was set in
Indonesia. In 2010, Expedition Sumatra

premiered in Essen. At the SPIEL ’11,
they attracted attention again: The
author couple got the “Goldene Feder”
award of the city of Essen for the best
game instructions.

These instructions come in the form
of an accordion-folded brochure that
can be opened up according to the
chapter desired, and that has short
rules on the back. Strange that no big
publisher has gotten this idea before.
Maybe the editorial staffs should take
a vacation in the English rain: At some
point, the couple took refuge in Har-
rods department store in London. “At
the entrance, you get a folding floor
map in your hand,” Britta Stöckmann
remembers, “and when we were on the
escalator, it hit me: absolutely ingen-
ious, great format!” She immediately
thought this would fit perfectly with
the folding mechanism of their game.

The couple had been trying for quite a
while to invent games – but without
attracting much attention. For many,
their debut game, Kazaam Dice (pub-
lished by the Polish company Wolf
Fang), flew under the radar. Before this,
at the Game Designers Meeting in
Göttingen, they had established
many contacts. For instance, they
talked to the Swiss Sébastien Pau-
chon, who had won the “Goldene
Feder,” too, for Jamaica.

Besides this, in Kiel, they got
into contact with Michael Rie-
neck. So they went well-prepared
into the production of their own
game. “I definitely wanted to do
this on my own,” Jens (41) said,
describing the motivation to self-
publish the game with his own
company, Igramoon. He is self-
employed anyway, living on
household clearances and provid-
ing home-related services. In
2006, game lover Britta landed

in the Polish city of Poznan for profes-
sional reasons, right in the middle of
the local growing game scene. The 39-
year old works there at the university as
a lecturer for applied linguistics; mean-
while, she writes for a Polish specialist
games magazine, collaborates on the
Polish game award and is glad about
the growing game market in the coun-
try, with companies and events.

Her contacts help her along: The staff
at the Igramoon booth generally con-
sists of Polish students who like playing.
“One of the company’s goals is to build
a bridge between East and West,” Stöck-
mann says. The Russian word “igra”
next to the moon in the company logo
translates into “game”; in Polish, it’s just
“gra.” The efforts have already started
to bear fruit. In the end of 2010, Stöck-
mann got an email from a player who
asked her for a contact with the friendly
rule explainer from the booth. Now, the
young Polish woman is in a relationship
with that gentleman. “That has worked
out very well,” Stöckmann notes, glad
for the two.

In 2011, they presented Expedition

Sumatra: Dadu Dadu (Indonesian for
“dice”). In this dice game in the wooden
box, players need certain combinations
in order to move through the island
world of Indonesia and catch wild ani-
mals. The new game, limited to 200
copies, was sold out during Essen. 

Stefan Ducksch/sbw

To Harrods in the Rain
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safety before the roof collapses or three
victims have burned, all players together
win. Several things need to be considered
to make that happen. The firemen use up
action points for moving, opening or clos-
ing doors, knocking down walls or fight-
ing the fire. The game for advanced play-
ers is more detailed. Here, each fireman
has special abilities that he can change
from turn to turn. In addition, the ambu-
lance and the fire truck come into play;
they can move around the building. But
there are also hazardous goods in the
house that have been improperly stored
and might cause explosions; this doesn’t
change the objective, though. -kmw/sbw

Irongames
With the deckbuilding game Pergamem-

non, two to five mighty, historical peoples
go for each other’s throats. They each
have different fighters as well as leaders.
Disadvantages are threatening if the lat-
ter is lost. It is important to reinforce your
own troops by means of charismatic mys-
tical creatures, or to pick a fight with your
opponents. As a rule, your own hand con-
sists of three cards, which are discarded
after the clash and then replenished with
three new ones from your own deck. In a
skirmish, the active player chooses an
opponent, and both play one card face
down. The defender has to repel the
attack or pile up. If successful, the coun-
terattack is automatically started with
the defenders weapon of choice. The win-
ner of a duel wins all staked cards of the
opponent, and at the end of the game the
deck with the most points will count. 

With the card game Pax, it only becomes
clear after the game if there is going to be
a final scoring at all. Because the one to
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The majority shareholder is in charge:
AKTIENRAUSCH by Florian Isensee

O ften games ideas arise during
work time: “I am always carrying

paper and pen, to be able to note
everything down quickly,” says Bernd
Eisenstein. And the mail carrier takes
note successfully during his rounds.
Since 2009, the Berlin man is the boss
of his own small publishing company
Irongames, this year games no. 3 and 4
were published. The trigger to start his
self-employment was as so often rejec-
tion. “I got Peloponnes back from three
publishing houses, but I so strongly
believed in it that I wanted to try
myself,” does the 44 year old remem-
ber. So he searched for advice, his wife
designed the rules, and then the first
boxes stood in the basement. 

Thank goodness not for long: After
one year Peloponnes was sold out,
already at the second fair appearance
of Irongames on the SPIEL 2010 all
1,000 copies were gone. This was also
the year when Bernd Eisenstein started
to brood: “The second game Porto

Carthago did not sell quite so well”. He
had it manufactured at an attractive
price in China, but 10 % of the games
arrived damaged. Many pieces were
moldy, and the delivery came in units
of 10, which crushed several game
boxes. By hand, Eisenstein reassembled
still usable copies, but he was saddled
with the loss.

So much for the experiences of a
man who was by no means inexperi-
enced: Abacus published Maja in
2003; Zack & Pack was taken on by
Kosmos in 2008. Both landed on lists
of the jury for the “Spiel des Jahres”
(game of the year award in Germany).
With his colleague Jeffrey D. Allers he
managed to place Alea iacta est with
alea in 2009. The link is still holding:
Allers is translating the rules of
Irongames into English. “That is a really
important issue”, says Bernd Eisenstein,
“as the Germans are almost sated, 70
percent of my customers are from other
parts of the world.” Whereas German
gamers focus on the game mechanism,
international customers are more inter-
ested in the theme. Great for
Irongames with its historic topics. Many
customers now pre-order with Eisen-

stein’s online shop, which also helps
him financially.

That is why there are two new card
games this year, with a first print run of
3,000. The inspiration for Pax Eisen-
stein got from the game Biblios: “I
wanted to make people draw a card
and decide at once what to do with it.
And in the end the victory is not a safe
bet as there are two ways to get there”.
For Pergamemnon, the deck building of
Dominion was an example, but also the
web browser game Grepolis: Creatures
with different weapons and defense
mechanisms fighting each other. “For
me it was important that there was not
so much shuffling as with Dominion”,
says Eisenstein, who has an eye on the
American market, with five different
peoples in one game. “And of course
this leaves room for expansions.”

After the fair, however, there was an
imminent removal for the new pub-
lisher. Into a bigger flat, with a nice bal-
cony for the wife and a bigger base-
ment – for even more game boxes.
Irongames has great plans for the
future. Stefan Ducksch/cs

Ideas during work
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Mattel
The number one toy manufacturer coun-
ters the noise attack by number two: After
Hasbro’s racket machine Bop It, Mattel
launches Loopz. Happily clamoring, dron-
ing out music and shouting encourage-
ment, the plastic frame sits in the middle
of the table. And of course it blinks at the
four semicircles open to the outside,
which are arranged in pairs on top of
each other. In the best  SIMON fashion,
players are expected to put their hands as
quickly as possible into the semicircles fit-
ted with light barriers, and remember
combinations of signals. Even making
your own music is possible. Still, it is
something of a sport. 

Apart from that, Mattel is grooming its
classics: In the UNO Rocking Robot we
find not only a loudspeaker, but also a
microphone. We dictate our names into it
before the game, so that Robbi can call us
out at any time during a round and pro-
vide us with additional tasks. And with
Scrabble Trickster, many rules do not
apply any more. Names and words written
backwards are now permitted. Moreover,
players are allowed to add their tiles any-

where on the board. Spe-
cial squares now hold trick-
ster cards, which grant
incalculable advantages.
This is bound to get on the
nerves of purists and allow
losers getting closer to the
pros.  -sd/cs

Minion Games 
The games of this pub-
lisher are provided ready-
made as well as in print-
and-play format for a sub-

stantial discount. For the SPIEL only two
of the announced three novelties were
available, and the second one arrived
only last minute. King of Salomon cen-
ters around worker placement, happening
for the most part on a map of Salomon’s
kingdom. There, areas generate resources
that serve for the building of houses
(which are private worker placement
fields) and roads. The latter are essential
as they allow exploitation of the raw
materials in connected areas with only
one worker. The player who is currently
contributing most with his resources to
the building of the temple is granted the
powerful position of high priest, which is
worth 20 points at the end of the game. 

Venture Forth is a fantasy game in
which our adventurers collect coins, will
power and treasure cards. In your turn you
get to choose one of four options. For
example, placing an action card onto the
map. This is done on the one hand for the
loot offered as a prize (see above). On the
other hand, with the cards we create con-
venient paths for our heroes to get to the
next location, while at the same time we
try to put the nasty ones in the oppo-
nent’s way. Unusually, each hero has cer-
tain ambitions: the merchant is looking
for a trading partner to sell goods to; the
poet wants a frightening opponent to
write a poem about; and the archer needs
a rather weak counterpart – to practice
his aim. -mh/cs

Mücke Spiele
Harald Mücke’s recipe is unique: He buys
remaining stock of unused gaming mate-
rial off publishers and puts it in the focus
of design competitions, with the best
games then being published. In this fash-

Ireland. In the 25 rounds, each player
gets exactly one action. The starting
player gets another go at the end of the
round, so that we act in turns and the
start player changes nonetheless. A yield
wheel is mounted onto the board match-
ing the player number (1 to 4), and it
shows the number of goods one gets in
case of felling timber, cutting peat or acti-
vating a building with the clergyman.
Afterwards the indicator for the delivered
good is reset to the zero mark. At the
beginning of each round the wheel is
turned, so that all goods automatically
increase in price, apart from those that
already give out ten units. A prolonged
branch of the wheel makes sure that
these do not fall to zero, but are instead
moved to the ten space. A multi-page
appendix thoroughly explains the specific
functions of all the buildings. As an exam-
ple the cottage shall be named here,
which can be build from one unit stone
and straw respectively and churns out
malt. In addition, a player may also use a
neighboring building. Its economic value
of five merges into the extensive final cal-
culation of victory points. -cc/cs

Road surface made from adventure cards:
VENTURE FORTH by Dan Manfredini

That’s what today’s boys like:
LOOPZ, blinking and noisy
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stones. The tiles also indicate how many
scientists are required for their recovery.
When storing everything in the cramped
museum space, similar findings need to
be placed adjacent, also to complete the
half gems. The number of matching find-
ings is multiplied by the number of com-
pleted gems to get the final victory point
result at game end. -kmw/cs

PD-Verlag
Another case of collateral damage con-
nected with the collapse of the games
manufacturer Scheer could be found here.
Casus Belli by Mac Gerdts, a two-player
version of Antike, had not been produced

on time. The expansion utilizes the
material of the mother game

and its essential rules, modi-
fies them however insofar as
they can now be used for two

players in a satisfying way. To
be able to offer something at the

booth at Essen, 300 copies were made by
hand in order to be sold in a tube. Each
buyer got a 10 Euro voucher with the pur-
chase, which can be used later to buy the
professional version due for release in
January. A pleasantly stress-free and con-
vincing solution for these manufacturing
troubles. -ck/cs

Pegasus Spiele
Onirim can be played solitary or coopera-
tively by two players. As a dreamwalker,
you are to visit oneiric portals, before the

dreamtime runs out. Pick one of five of
your cards and place it in front of you or
discard it. When there are three identi-
cally colored cards in a row, you get to
look thru the stack for a matching color
dreamportal and place that also in front
of you. Discarding a card with a key sym-
bol allows you to take away one of the
topmost five cards of the talon and sort
the remaining four in an order of your lik-
ing. A drawn nightmare sets the dream -
walker back, who then gets to pick one of
four disadvantages. This way the player
loses for example a key card or even one
of the already collected portals. With
eight of these you win. However, if the
card deck is running out before you reach
that goal, you need to accept defeat. With
two players, each gets three hand cards
and access to two from the common
stack. To win the game each has to place
four portals on the table. The expansion
rules provide, dark forebodings and sweet
dreams, among others. -cc/cs

Queen Games
From Mr. Dominion Donald X. Vaccarino
comes Kingdom Builder: Four out of
eight board parts with 100 hexes each
are used for each game. They depict five
different terrains to build on, as well as
mountains, rivers, towns and castles. In
our turn we play the (one and only) ter-
rain card we have drawn, which deter-
mines the landscape type where we need
to put three of our 40 houses side-by-side.

ion, two games series have so far emerged
from his publishing house. The “Edition
Bohrtürme” (drilling tower edition)  uses
material of the Kosmos game Giganten,
the “Edition Läufer” wooden pieces and
meeples from Candamir as well as a set of
glass tokens. Employing additional mate-
rial is allowed. Axel Hennig did not need
it for his Urknall, therefore he was adju-
dicated with the special prize for “Opti-
mal Utilization”. The big bang happens
right at the beginning of the game, when
somebody tosses a handful of glass
tokens onto the table. They represent the
differently colored elements arranged as
celestial bodies. Players travel as astro-
nauts from planet to planet, provided
that at least one element between
them is identical, and mark one
element still available as their
property. Its value will only be
revealed in the end, because in the
meantime the celestial bodies may be
rearranged and can influence the final
scoring this way. An unusual tactical
brain teaser with a lot of puzzling.

Exposaurus by Ron van Dalen was the
winning title of the second competition,
which generated so many brilliant ideas
for Mücke to be able to publish nine
games altogether. The title already antici-
pates the theme. Each player manages a
museum and tries to assemble the most
valuable collection of dinosaur fossils and
gemstones. The findings are depicted on
square tiles, together with half gem-
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Novelties from SPIEL ’11 – Part 1

Pleasantly stress-free solution:
CASUS BELLI by Walther Mac Gerdts

Guidelines for material perfectly translated:
URKNALL by Axel Hennig
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of the closest rabbit; whereas remaining
rabbits brutally assault defenseless car-
rots. The prey gains you points; a full
stomach, however, makes you drowsy, so
that fat and full animals remain lying idly
on the table for an entire round and pres-
ent possible targets for the next one.
Jagdfieber highlights the Hol’s der Geier

principle and fills it with more subject
matter. -ub/cs

Stratagem
As with all things that originate in
Switzerland, Colonial does not come
cheap – in contrast to Deutsche Bank
chairman “peanut” Ackermann, however,
this game is worth the high price. Entirely
un-Swiss, it deals with the colonization of
non-European countries. Game mechani-
cal means to an end, namely to be the
first to collect ten glory point, is your
choice of a role. From our six cards with
two roles each we play four cards face
down. At first, all players turn over card
one and decide in clockwise order on one
of the two depicted roles. This way we dis-
cover all parts of this world (glory!), trans-
port troops into undiscovered regions, col-
onize them when enough troops are avail-
able (glory!), establish flourishing trading
towns (glory!), sail around the world
(double glory!) and so on. Sometimes the
die decides if our venture bears fruit, but

we are only partly at
fortune’s mercy. For
example, the role of the
scientist improves our
ability to navigate,
which makes explo-
ration more promising.
Three other areas can
also be developed in

that way. Our economic power is for
example decisive for the amount of goods
from the occupied regions that we can
convert into money. Depending on their
placement, wooden chips turn from
money into explorers, trading ships, war
ships or troops. 

Monopolies in goods types, of which
there are twelve, decides on the start
player and influences the building of
trading ships. When a player breaks a
monopoly, he furnishes the previous
holder with a casus belli and thus with
the opportunity to gain more glory in
case of a victory. Fighting is done by dice
in all regions containing chips of both
players: in areas on the board and on the
market where shippable goods are stored
as well as on the personal game board of
the players, with the chips representing
money or war ships there. If players are
playing mostly for themselves in their
race for glory or are looking for conflict, is
depending on the experience of the group
with this game. As Colonial can even be
played with six players in less than two
hours, such experience is easy to obtain.

-mh/cs

Stronghold Games
In a mere two years of existence, the
American publishing company has made
a name for itself as a treasure hunter, by
polishing up gaming gems of the past
and making them available once again.
Outpost is just such a treasure. The first
edition appeared 20 years ago in a pub-
lishing venture solely founded for this
game called TimJim Games (a contraction
of the two forenames of the authors
James Hlavaty and Timothy Moore).
Stephen Buonocore of Stronghold Games

is the eye catcher of the game: three inter-
connected gear wheels are attached to
the board. After an obligatory turn they
deliver the basic conditions for our search:
what means of transport we use to navi-
gate the city map of Turin, how far we
would get on foot and what action is
available to us. -mh/cs

Smiling Monster Games
False teeth, solar panels, glue and –
believe it or not – even groceries: modern
products increasingly follow nature’s
example. Jagdfieber, too, may wear this
promotionally effective outfit. For what
could be more natural than the fact that
a carrot card falls prey to a rabbit card?
And the rabbit card in turn to the wolf.
And the wolf to the hunter. And the
hunter ... to the carrot? Of course not –
the brave huntsman is only slowed down
by bureaucracy. ‟Closed season” is the
supertrump of all spoilsports. Each player
starts with an identical deck of cards.
Simultaneously they choose a face down
card and the following events in the for-
est come as a surprise: Should a hunter
streak the hunting ground in the closed
season, he may well lose his license to kill
and count as penalty points. In all other
cases, the survival of the fittest is what
counts here: hunters shoot clockwise at
wolves; surviving wolves take advantage

Not as cute as it seems:
JAGDFIEBER by Stefan Zlatintsis

REAL game mechanics here:
011 by Marco Valtriani
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proudly called our attention to the signif-
icant differences in quality compared
with the first edition. For the original
game, only one review from the time
could be found, namely in the deceased
German games magazine Die Pöppel-
Revue, from which the following quote is
taken: “The thematical superstructure
transposes the players onto a developing
planet, where they manage prospecting
colonies by order of various interplane-
tary mining companies. The commander
whose colony reaches a certain grade of
development first wins, as his company is
adjudicated the prospecting rights for the
entire planet.” That statement is still valid
today. The maximum number of players
has been reduced (instead of ten now
only nine players can join in) and the
superfluous game board was relin-
quished. The “Expert Rules” serve as
instructions and as a bonus comes the
“Kicker Expansion” by Tom Lehmann.
Lehmann had used ideas from Outpost in
his own game Phoenicia in 2007. Another
reincarnation was created as early as
2004 by Jens Drögemüller with Das

Zepter von Zavandor (Lookout Games).
Core Wolrds is not a re-edition, but a

new design, a deck building game about
the discovery and conquest of alien
worlds. Each player starts with their own
basic set of tools and tactical possibilities
as well as a home world. Game play is at
first just like with all other deck building
games, but the author Andrew Parks has
very neatly implemented the effect of
unknown encounters and the increase in
resources as well as tasks into his game.
The card deck is divided into five parts, a
new one to be introduced every two
rounds. A certain (gradually increasing)

amount of action points is available, new
cards are un- and new worlds are discov-
ered. To conquer them, new units need to
be deployed (cards from the hand are put
into the display) with a relevant air and
land striking force. New worlds bring new
energy that can be used to recruit new
units and employ new tactics. In the last
part of the deck, the core worlds are wait-
ing to be conquered, and also prestige
cards, which gain additional victory
points. After only ten rounds, the game is
over. Expansions have already been
announced: some cards carry symbols
that have so far no meaning. -kmw/cs

Wattsalpoag Games
All 144 copies of A Fistful of Penguins

brought along to the fair had been sold
out by the end of the first day. Publisher
Kris Gould had dramatically underesti-
mated the demand for this brisk dice
game. Instead of pips, the dice show ani-
mals. For penguins, you get penguin fig-
urines, for which you get new dice or a re-
roll. The other penguins gain you money
according to different conditions. With
kangaroos, their number squared is
turned into hard cash; the help of the
squirrels is enlisted to ask fellow players
to pay up.

Distant Lands contains no less than
four expansions for Jet Set, which can be
added to the original game separately or
in combination, as well as additional
route cards that get shuffled into the orig-
inal deck. Long distance routes now also
lead to America and Asia – represented
on two separate game boards. Plastic
disks serve as junction markers. If a player
uses a track through one of these junc-
tions, the owner gets money from the

A sellout looks like this:
A FISTFUL OF PENGUINS by Jonathan Franklin

A real highlight!

kosmos.de 

Klaus Teuber
The Settlers of CATAN - 
The Traders Set Off 
Aufbruch der Händler 
12 years up, 
€ 34,99 recommended retail price
Art.-No.: 69441

All of the big European trading 
companies are sending out their 
merchants to fi nd buyers for their 
goods in medieval Europe. But only 
the one establishing himself faster 
than his teammates makes the deal. 
Multi-faceted decisions await the 
players who then have to prove their 
trading cleverness. 
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